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About This Game
Pixel Puzzles: UndeadZ is a traditional style jigsaw puzzle game with top down shooter gameplay thrown in to ruin your day and
peaceful puzzling experience. Dead things want to eat you whilst you puzzle. You'll have to keep the dead dudez at bay with a
mixture of mines, barricades, bullets and nades.
You'll need to spend Zombucks on defences to help you keep back them shamblers. Barricade the roads, line the floor with
mines, do anything you can to fortify the path before the hoards of reanimated reach you (an mess up all your pieces).

Features:
Traditional puzzle gameplay mixed in with some top down shooter action.
Intense gritty atmosphere.
19 puzzles in a range of sizes from 60 to 350 pieces.
Multiple FREE DLC bonus puzzles.
34 Steam Achievements.
Awesome fully hand-draw images.
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Interactive play environment.
Horrible dead things to shoot at whilst you puzzle.
Perks & equipment.
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Title: Pixel Puzzles: UndeadZ
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
DL Softworks
Publisher:
DL Softworks
Franchise:
Pixel Puzzles
Release Date: 6 Jun, 2014
b4d347fde0
Minimum:
OS: Windows 10, 8.1, 8, 7, Vista, XP
Processor: Core 2 Duo
Memory: 1 GB RAM
Graphics: DirectX 9.0 Compatible
Storage: 150 MB available space
Sound Card: Generic Sound Device

English
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pixel puzzles undeadz. pixel puzzles undeadz steam. pixel puzzles undeadz badge. pixel puzzles undeadz achievements
This game is from 1987, were people even alive that long ago? The new graphics lose out on all the soul from the original
sprites, but at least you can actively switch between the two. You're not going to make it through this game without infinite lives,
unless you somehow already know the EXACT route to take through half of these levels. I considered this game hard as a kid,
but now I can see it's just a lot of bullOhit.
Doesn't go over 1080p and there's no online co-op for me to play with my steam friends. This ancient fossilized turd has been
polished to a shine, but it still smells like crap.. Very nice game , easy gameplay construct , smooth and interactive , big thumbs
up !!!
Total freedom to build own ships \/ fleet. This game is depressing. But I like the way how they did it. What I don't like, is the
controls.. Check out my Review and Tutorial on youtube
https:\/\/youtu.be\/k3u85ZimNWU
The Pro`s:
Note I play this on my Oculus Rift and it works well with it.
This software deserves more attention, the price it is currently going for is a bargain for what you get.
There are plenty of props to work with including buildings, street stuff, trees, rocks and much more, even some props such as
food, plates, computers and static animals etc.
There is also the ability to shape, paint and expand the terrain, want huge mountains? Sure, go in to terrain editor and pull it up,
you can smooth it out, even make craters etc, it is great!
The character in game is easy to animate by grabbing its body parts and moving them around.
Speaking of animating you can do it in two ways, either by keyframing after each movement you make the the character or
prop, or auto keying where it will generate keys as you make the changes, this is a neat idea allowing realtime animating.
The controls are actually intuitive and comfortable to use, I like the floating menus which you can open close from the watch
and position where you like while working. Zooming in and out of the world works great by grabbing the air and
opening\/closing your arms, it even shows a display with icons representing the size you are in relation to the world, for example
a human, elephant etc representing size.
You have control of the sun for global lighting and it looks beautiful, it too can be animated. You also have a light prop which
can be colour changed and made directional.
There really is a lot for your money.
Now the downside:
There is currently only one character sadly and while you can attach props to parts of the body (particularly the hands for
holding), you can not really customise it.
There are no particals in it, so no fire or anything like that, it has been requested but that brings us to another point soon.
You can colour paint terrain which is great, sadly it is not hugely detailed, as in you couldn`t paint in tiny details and the paint is
kind of per grid with some blending on the edges of it. Still you can make some really nice looking cartoon style terrain.
Yes there are a lot or props, but it lacks stuff to make interiors such as walls, doors and doorways, windows, stuff like that. This
again has been requested since it is a detail that really should not be missed.
Now to my point of the devs, they seem like really nice guys. Initially they were quick responding to my comments and requests,
but they have since gone very quiet. A recent response from them stated they could not discuss their future plans, this concerns
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me as they clearly do not have a road map plan. They said they had an update in the works and to wait a few days, it has been
over two weeks and still nothing.
I really hope my concerns are wrong, these guys have started something wonderful here and as I have told them I would be
willing to pay extra for the requested content and features because as already stated for what you pay right now this really is a
bargain. For that fact I will recommend, but devs please support this program more, even if you do it as DLC or bump the sale
price up add more characters, particle effects, character accessories and props (particularly room building ones).
Get this app advertised more, it could be a winner, don`t let it become like its competitors which seem to be looking abandoned.
I really hope your silence is through work going into a decent update for this amazing app.. Edited in 21st August 2015.
Don't buy it until the sale comes. Is it me or the price has become something like 10 times less than when I bought???
The more I play, the more things to fix is there...
The control is somewhat clumsy, the voices hurt your ears (and you can only disable voices that comes during the matches, not
the annoying machine voice of main interface), you can't leave even a centimeter when you're trying to capture a ressource
building and being two doesn't make capture quicker nor makes the one who came after to capture to earn some cash(but the bot
is dumb so it'll come capture with you although it doesn't help at all), the single player card system is just abusive when there's
not many people in multiplayer(it always indicates there's about 590 to 605 rooms that's a huge scam. You can now invite people
but that serves nothing because most are AFK and there's only a very few that will join you). The reward for playing other
modes than Bosses is so-so when you're high level.
The reward for boss mode is a bit low when you have to have some powerful units (I strongly recommend M270 for the
KingKong boss)
The ammunitions are STILL quite expensive and disappear instantly (mostly multi-projectiles) but earning ore is a harder task
and coin ammos are a waste of...coins.
There's two way (possible) to earn ore :
1. The ore refinery in your base (900 ore for lvl 1 refinery + 100 each level) you can activate for every two damn hours. No
need to upgrade it, it's only a waste of ore and time! + you have to upgrade the command center as well. Ore Refinery needs a
serious buff! I would suggest to put 1000 as base value and each level would give 1000 more ore but the upgrading fee would be
the same as upgrading the M270's base missiles (which is quite expensive as well)
2. grinding missions. (especially boss modes) The best farming mode is the KingKong boss one and the best map for this mode
is the Base Island (quite small map but has more cover)
Free coins? Tasks are only few, very demanding and the reward is deceiving. but the coins ammo are so expensive, the units too
and the gear as well. (6000 coins for AC130 and 10k for the Raider. LOL)
The Challenge game doesn't worth playing. The reward is too low, you can't invite people to come and the Boss Corps I mode
has too low time so you can't win even if you're playing with the 6 top ranked players (I'm the highest ranked player as of now
btw)
The firing system is really boring. You can change target in range with the E key but you can't calculate the trajectory so this
acts like a huge con for mortar\/artillery type units as moving ennemy will always avoid your slow mortar\/missile shell if you're
far.
The ammunitions are also kind of meh, they are expensive as hell as mentionned previously and the projectiles type (machine
gun ammo or rapid cannons) has real bad accuracy in far range and uses as much shells as you fire (ex. a M270 will use 6
missiles). You will be playing with missiles for the most of the time for this reason (expensive as well but better than auto
cannons and it's aimed)
The mounting equipement system looks great...but when you get to see how much coins or ore you have to get before being able
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to research them, you'd say "F*ck" (and there's restriction on level too)
Upgrading your weapons uses quite an amount of ore\/coins as well but only upgrade the damage point by 1% per level +
upgrade your research centers every 10 level of weapon upgrade. And coins ammo will need coins to be upgraded as well.
Greedy!!!!!!!
The challenge with Boss corps I is impossible with only 5 minutes! there should be more time, at least 9 minutes!
It's also a meh when the bots are OPed with infinite coins ammo...
And the biggest point is : I don't really want to pay more for a game I already paid to own. I would have said nothing if this
game was a free2play but nope.
P.S : You put kingkong boss mode, invite a few friends, start the game and suddenly other people you haven't invited has come
in and the mode has changed into tangled warfare or something else. This is a big bug that happens quite often.
P.S 2 : there's several bugs with the sounds, I've mute everything but sometime (and quite often cuz every 20-40 seconds) the
sound will still come. Annoying!. The game play wasn't phenomenal, HOWEVER.... This game almost make me cry and hide
under my desk. Exactly what I wanted from a horror type game.
Wish it was longer, and maybe a little more variety with interactions, but all in all not a bad game.. Had problems with getting it
to work at first, the dev is very nice about helping, though!. Calling this a "throwback" is misleading and even dishonest on
Capcom's part, as it only contains maps from Resident Evil 6 and Revelations 1. 80% of the raid mode maps are already pulled
from RE6 content... this is no more of a throwback than any other map already in the game.
The 4 maps recycled here aren't even particularly fun or enjoyable. In fact, I regard them as being among the worst raid maps in
the entire package. There's really no reason to buy, as it fails to provide quality or even nostalgia.. Amazing. Truely one of the
best Euroupean DLC route on Steam! The price is good and you get a lot of trains\/qualities with it. The route is a medium-large
size and it comes with many liveries. Now I get to acutally use my NSE Class 47 with a scneario. TRUELY amazing. 10\/10
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Took 5 people 2hours to beat the game
10\/10. Unnecessarily obtuse and confusing, I surely wouldn't recommend this software. I believe it is a piece of wellintentioned software, and may have a large amount of functionality; yet, it took me almost two hours to get a DVD to play with
it (after a few failed attempts before). That is not the kind of software I need, nor want. Perhaps if your hip to the lingo, or an
IT professional, then you may enjoy this software and its tinkerability. I just want something that works, not something I have to
work at.
As the movie I was just watching has finished, I'll now be uninstalling Zoom, and replacing with a more functionally and userfriendly free solution.. Hey Kid, do you like being forced through the same nausea inducing game mechanic over and over
again? GREAT! This is the game for you! See that spinning stone in the pit at the 00:47 mark in the trailer? Get ready to do that
barely working nauseating \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t about 40 FORTY times.. Fun little XCOM clone.
Fast paced which is nice, with some surprisingly good visual style / cutscene programming. 1 man indie game in active dev.
Worth the price if you enjoy the "genre".
Definitely a great early access title when more features planned and in dev. I didn't even notice when you fail/lose you unlock
weapon drops in future runs thus proiving replayability. Very enjoyable for the price.. let me say when I purchased this game
over a year and a half ago I enjoyed it the few missions and undone game that is, so it is with regret that I change my review to
negative as the devs have had ample oppurtunity to turn the game around, either sell this game to another developer with the
source code or really get to work on finishing the game a sale and new positive reviews will help you as devs also offer to refund
all gamers who bought your game early on,
This is an example of where early access can go seriously wrong I hope the developers can come to a good solution between
themeselves and the gamers. I would like to play more similar games, I liked it, but the aggressive music slightly distracts from
the pleasant picture, I especially liked the drawing of small characters. Thanks to the developers, I had a nice few minutes for
half a dollar.. So cute and adorable, really easy to read and follow. Filled with adorable sweetness and comedy.
If you're into romantic visual novels, and very cute looking girls, then this is great. Very much worth the money, and would
recommend to any first-time visual novel readers who love their animu waifus!
Space 2 - OUT NOW!:

15% OFF
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https://store.steampowered.com/app/957914/. VARIETY PACK 4 - OUT NOW!:

20% OFF
https://store.steampowered.com/app/734868/. Newsletter SignUp!:

You can now subscribe to the monthly Pixel Puzzles newsletter to get all the latest and important Pixel Puzzles news straight to
your email inbox.
Click the link below and enter your email to subscribe to the monthly newsletter.
CLICK HERE TO SUBSCRIBE [pixelpuzzles.co.uk]
Enjoy!. UPDATE 2 - Achievements!:
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Achievements have now been added into the game, there is a total of 34 to collect.
Enjoy!!!
. VARIETY PACK 8 - OUT NOW!:

20% OFF
https://store.steampowered.com/app/957904/. PP2: Christmas - CARDS:
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https://store.steampowered.com/app/490510/
Enjoy!
. Pixel Puzzles 2: Christmas:

15% OFF
https://store.steampowered.com/app/490510/. SALE!!! up to 70% OFF:
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SALES SALES SALES
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